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Video-analytics software platform

AiVu-Smart Rail provides highly-customized
solutions for the detection of events involving
people, objects or vehicles occurring on rails, on
platforms, in tunnels or inside stations.

AiVu-Smart Rail is a Video Content Analysis solution for
railway networks allowing for the real-time detection of
events that may compromise the security of passengers,
trains and infrastructures.

 Perimetral protection

These software modules perform motion-detection and
object-tracking analysis on footage coming from any type of
camera (Megapixel, fixed, PTZ and thermal).

 People counting

Events are detected through statistical analysis of variations
in frame-shots taken in or out of doors, at night or inside
tunnels.
Our modules are meant for large-scale monitoring and
surveillance systems, such as regional rail and subway
networks.
Alarm signals can be generated automatically either on the
interface of the video-surveillance platform or on the
dashboard of the rail circulation supervision system.
Large rail and subway networks deploy AiVu-Smart Rail
functions that enhance safety and security and integrate into
existing advanced-functionality railtraffic control systems.

 Intrusion detection

 Tracking of vehicles/people
 Overcrowding detection
 Abandoned object detection
 Spilled load detection
 Obstacle detection on railway tracks
 Yellow line overstepping detection
 Empty carriage detection
 Smoke detection
 Video camera covering/tampering

AiVu-Smart Rail architecture

Processing can be performed on the peripheral
AiVu-NVR video recording devices or directly on
board video cameras of the most important
manufacturers.

Server-based implementation
The video-analytics modules run on the device hosting the
video recording software (DVR, NVR and HDVR) without
requiring any specific hardware.
Image acquisition, processing and sending are performed by
the device independently of the type and model of connected
video cameras. Each server can manage up to 64 video
cameras, maintaining the same quality of the video.

On board video-analytics
Fixed, dome, PTZ video cameras: Aitek video analytics can be
integrated on board a wide range of video cameras.
Highly reliable and with excellent performance, Aitek video
analytics are a cut above the rest. Their wide range of software
modules allows to design flexible and effective solutions, with
significant benefits in terms of computational resources.

Aitek is a technological partner of world-leading
video-camera manufacturers. Providing Clients
with secure and reliable solutions, always.

HEOP Partner
Hikvision Embedded Open Platform

Features
AiVu Smart Rail configuration interface
Front-end is a web-based interface, accessible via
mainstream browsers, easily exported to workstations
equipped with different OSs (Windows, Linux), allowing for
the drawing of virtual sensors on an image or sections of it.
Sensor number and type on cameras are easy to modify. A
number of sensors can be configured on a single camera to
simultaneously detect different events without altering
processing performance.

All alarms, and their corresponding images, can be
automatically signaled to a control center provided with our
AiVu-VMS video management portal or to a third-party
supervisory system, using either Aitek's own format or the
Onvif standard. The control center automatically receives
alarms from the video cameras any time a relevant event is
detected, thus supporting security personnel by displaying
the recordings associated with the events and allowing to
carry out the appropriate procedures.

Post-event analytics on recordings
The AiVu-Smart Rail platform software modules can also
be applied to recordings, allowing to quickly and automatiautomatically recreate events of interest without having to
examine hours of recordings.

Events can be quickly detected just by drawing the virtual
sensors on the images: post-event analytics are performed at
the highest possible speed, allowing to process hours of recordings in a few minutes!

AiVu-Smart Rail functionalities
Modular standard video analytics functions, for the design of solutions tailored to the Clients' needs
Easily expandable with new functionalities
User-friendly web-based configuration interface that does not require specific know-how
In case of variations in video camera positioning, full functionality may be restored simply by re-defining the virtual sensors
Real-time detection of critical events and support for proactive decision-making for preventive actions
Increased operating efficiency and reduced response times in case of emergencies
Automatic forwarding of alarms and relevant recordings to the control centre and to hand-held devices
Simple configuration procedures, allowing even non-video analytics experts to manage the system
Default values and/or advised interval ranges for each parameter

Applications
Infrastructure protection

Abandoned object / spilled load detection
Intrusion detection (on railway tracks, inside tunnels, in
depots and restricted areas, etc.)
Detection of people crossing the tracks
Empty carriage detection (on-board train)
Smoke detection
Tracking of vehicles/people

Security in railway stations

Yellow line overstepping detection
Overcrowding detection
Smoke detection
Abandoned object detection
Detection of people crossing the tracks
People counting
Video-camera covering/tampering

Integration into railway traffic control systems
The AiVu-Smart Rail platform can be integrated into stateof-the-art railway traffic control systems able to manage train
circulation, diagnostics, maintenance and passenger
information.
The highly-sophisticated software modules can be used for
real-time detection of dangerous situations and threats at
stations, platform and along tracks.
Video-analytics and alarm features are integrated via an SDK
library, which gives access to footage directly on the interface
of the supervisory system.
The AiVu-Smart Rail platform automatically generate alarm
signals that are promptly forwarded to the supervisory
system for immediate action (e.g. the issuing warnings and
announcements, the closing of specific access gates in case
of dangerous overcrowding, etc).

Software modules
AiVu-Smart Rail-Danger
Detection of dangerous situations
This module detects the presence of people, vehicles and objects in a sensitive area. It is ideal for
monitoring operational areas, warehouses and depots and for detecting potentially dangerous
situations in railway scenarios such as objects on the rails, yellow line crossing, etc.

AiVu-Smart Rail-Crowd
Over-crowding detection
This module detects over-crowding within a detected area by setting minimum crowd occupancy
rates and maximum stationing time. It is ideal for the surveillance of platforms, entry and exit gates,
waiting areas, ticket offices, etc.

AiVu-Smart Rail-Intrusion
Intrusion detection
This module allows to detects unauthorized people in a monitored area. It is ideal for perimeter
protection, the detection of trespassing over gates and fences and people along tracks or inside
tunnels.

AiVu-Smart Rail-Fire and Smoke
Smoke and fire detection
This module allows to automatically detect smoke, both outdoor and indoor scenarios (e.g. inside
tunnels).

AiVu-SmartRail-Position
Detecting people/vehicles in non-entry areas
An alarm signal is generated each time a person or vehicle transits through a monitored area. This
module is best suited to the surveillance of non-entry or restricted areas, such as worksites,
warehouses, depots, operational areas and inside tunnels.

Software modules
AiVu-Smart Rail-Count
Counting
It counts people transiting through a selected area – e.g. subway turnstiles and entry/exit gates. This
module is best suited for counting transit flows along a selected lane or through a selected accessgate.

AiVu-Smart Rail-Stop
Detection of object on rail-tracks and platforms
Generates an alarm signal every time an object stations within a sensitive area for longer than a
minimum time – established at system configuration. It is ideal for detecting objects on rail-tracks,
platforms and inside stations.

AiVu-SmartRail-ChangeDetection
Empty carriage detection
This unique module, ideal for driverless systems, detects people and objects inside rail carriages
and checks that carriages are empty before entering the depot.

AiVu-SmartRail-Covering
Camera covering
Detects camera obscuration incidents that prevent video-analytics (vandalism, dirty lenses and
obstructions).

AiVu-SmartRail-Tampering
Camera moving or tampering
Detects camera movements that prevent video-analytics. This module is best suited to detect
vandalism.
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